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AN EXAMPLE OF INTERNET GRAFFITI
...for the record…

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: michael mazur mazur@iinet.net.au Sent: Tuesday, 16 June 2015 12:54 PM

A brace of Asians creaming Aussies is not a good look. ..
Seems someone likes my commenyt enough to want it to stay at the top.
There's been 14 more comments since.

Julie Bishop MP 23 hrs ·
Congrats to Perth Modern School students Hui Min and Hyerin who are representing
Australia at the International Science and Mathematics Olympiads in July.

1,044 people like this.

Michael Mazur Where are the Anglo Australian
girls?? See, I'm asking that question the 57 of you
here are too damned scared to ask, so complete
has been the politically correct indoctrination over
the last 40yrs. For sure, all you Anglo Australians
reading this - as well as the Anglo Australian
schoolgirls, have had your heads befuddled with
guilt and self hatred over allegations that white
men were responsible for The Holocaust; and that
white men were responsible for the ill treatment of
Aborigines; and that white men were responsible
for the African slave trade. So what do these girls
inevitably do, as intended by the Jewish school
curriculum designers ? Squander their freshness in
tawdry sex, and sometimes later, out of self
hatred, deliberately getting pregnant to a black local or imported; carve disfiguring tattoos on their
bodies; dye their hair in stark contrasting tones.
Asian girls here don't do any of these deplorable
and squalid things, for the reason they have not
been targeted for bearing within them the alleged
genetic proclivity to do mass murder, and so have
clear
heads
with
which
to
contemplate
mathematical problems . . For the record then;
there were more Jews worldwide after 1945 than
there were before 1939; nearly all the slave ships

plying the Transatlantic slave trade were Jew
owned, but invariably white crewed, as sometimes
the slaves broke out from the holds, killed the crew
and threw them overboard; apparently treatment
by whites of aboriginals was so bad that aboriginals
have nothing to harp on about except some tripe
about a 'stolen generation', at least that way the
prospects were much better for the kids, than had
they stayed in the squalor of the camps. Why did I
say Jewish school curriculum designers ? In 2006,
according to jewess Peta Jones Pellach, in any
conflict between the Muslim and the Australian, the
Jew is to take the side of the Muslim. I hope I'm
being both racist, and anti Semitic. Ok ?? In sum, I
read all this as meaning that by, say, 2100, the
Anglo Australian will be but a faint echo, on the
faces of the people here then. Vale Australia.
Like · Reply · 13 hrs

Peter Duggan very gifted students, with our next
female PM
Like · Reply · 17 · 22 hrs
Dylan Alex Clendinning For a second I read your name
as 'Peter Dutton'!
Like · 3 · 22 hrs
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Unlike · 1 · 9 hrs
Joan Harris Bring back the Public School Uniforms.
These girls look lovely.
Like · Reply · 12 · 20 hrs

Karina E Graziano Ceron They should have given you a
school uniform to wear Julie!! Lovely photo of three great
women!
Like · Reply · 12 hrs

Eric James JB for Prime Minister !
Like · Reply · 10 · 23 hrs
Neil Morrall I like,but might that not 'spoil' her? the
highest office also comes with some testing material...
Like · 23 hrs
Eric Mitchell No way, "hook or crook" she is a crook
Like · 20 hrs

Noel Gleeson Gorton Interesting that the students
representing Australia are from ethnic background!
Unlike · Reply · 17 · 22 hrs
Beady Snook given that Australi was coloinsed in 1788
and apart from Indiginous Australians we are all from
"ethnic backgrounds"... your comment seems limited, or
worst.
Like · 8 · 22 hrs
Reg Grundy Noel can spell Australia.
Like · 1 · 22 hrs
Diana Taylor Chinese have been in Australia for a long
time..
Like · 3 · 22 hrs
John J Moore Unless you're black we're all ethnic..
Like · 1 · 21 hrs
Hanka Vancuylenburg That's because Asian kids are
smarter
Like · 7 · 21 hrs
Bruce
Galbraith Hanka
Vancuylenburg
Not smarter , just work harder, they have a stronger
work ethic, but less social life, and experience with has
shown they have less life skills.
Like · 5 · 21 hrs
Rhonda Jones Nothing wrong with that Noel Gleeson
Gorton, I went to a private Catholic school and was in
class with many different Nationalities! A lot of my
friends from school achieved much in life, my favourite
Italian friend is currently a CEO within a Major Australian
company! These girls have obviously worked very hard to
be where they are, lots of Study and hard work! I say
Well Done Girls, I admire you! smile emoticon smile
emoticon
Like · 5 · 21 hrs
Tristan Cheal No need for the nonsense lefty outrage at
Noel's completely benign remark. Perhaps Noel's angle is
that you never see white kids representing Asian nations.

Eric James Yes, quite right Neil and that would be a
shame and a waste. My post also wasn't relevant to the
above topic, but an affirmation of general approval for
her balanced and sensible attitudes.
Like · 18 hrs
Michael Mazur EM, she's not a crook, no more than the
political fraternity as a whole is. By this I mean,
politicians have to be mindful of the big campaign
donors, otherwise they just become yesterday's
newspaper. What we need is, by law, the requirement
that in the weeks before polling day, the names - not
their nominees,of all donors, who have made donations
above $100, be available on the parliamentary website.
Like · 41 mins

Rhonda Jones Lovely to see, well done girls, and
thankyou Julie Bishop for sharing!
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs

Janet Kauter Congratulations girls on representing
Australia in science and maths . What a great asset you
will be in later life to us all . Julie bishop is a roll model
for you ladies .?
Like · Reply · 5 · 22 hrs

Sue Browne Wow! Awesome student contenders! Good
luck! ������
Like · Reply · 15 hrs

Ian Cugley Well done
Like · Reply · 3 · 23 hrs

Beady Snook well done ladies - do your best
Like · Reply · 3 · 22 hrs

Lee Adams if the payment of people smugglers is so
secret how come all of australia knows .who is telling all
the secrets?????? great security julie?????
Like · Reply · 49 mins
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El Faraja Haha
Like · 15 hrs
Donna Stratford Pleas take your political rants away
and lets focus on the achievements of these young
Australian Ladies
Like · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
Simon Downes Spot on, well done to these two young
ladies.
Like · 1 hr

Shane Fisher perth represent!
Like · Reply · 2 · 23 hrs

Kelvin Mcelhenny Answer the hard question julia did u
guys pay people smugglers?
Like · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
Owen Gustafson Why does it matter if they did ?
money well spent !!
Unlike · 5 · 21 hrs
Kelvin Mcelhenny Money not the issue dodging the
question is
Like · 1 · 20 hrs
Bert van Zyulen Few outstanding questions in the royal
commision by juLIAR Kelvin! What possition of crookness
do you hold in the Union movement bye the way?
Like · 1 · 17 hrs
Kelvin Mcelhenny No one tells me to stop work and go
on strike unions ain't much more than mafia with abn
number
Like · 17 hrs
Michael Mazur KM, you're Indonesia's best friend, along
with Sarah Hanson Young.
Like · 1 · 17 hrs
Tom Gil What's it called when you pay someone to take
people somewhere against their will?
Looks like this goverment might need to stamp itself out
if it really is opposed to people smugglers....See More
Like · 16 hrs
Michael Mazur Tom Gil, when Indonesia invades, I'm
sure that you will be among the first to embrace them.
Like · 15 hrs

Kevin Hayward Just goes to prove that real Australians
are as dumb as....
Like · Reply · 1 · 22 hrs

Michael Mazur You just arrive and you're laughing at us
?? No more of your kind, thankyou.
Like · 13 hrs

Sonia Lewis Julie you are doing a brilliant job
Like · Reply · 1 · 20 hrs

Mohammed Hafiz in this world nothing is impossible
with courage confidence and smart thinking.
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs

Casey Lau Chinese background please! Not ethnic! Do
you mean English or German or French is not ethnic?
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs
Michael Mazur Would Asian do?
Like · 16 hrs
Casey Lau Yes! At least it does not have a racist
nuance.
Like · 16 hrs
Michael Mazur Which will all be moot by 2095, as there
won't be a single ethnic here by then.
Like · 15 hrs
Clare Brown LOL, by 2020, the whole country will be
Asian.
Like · 14 hrs
Michael Mazur CB, that's only 5yrs from now, but I
understand the sentiment. In addition, I'll add that there
may be more truth in this than either of us know, if
Indonesia harbours (they do) ambitions of invading this
continent . .
Like · 13 hrs

Gordon Downie Good luck girls
Like · Reply · 10 hrs

Mary Cady Well Done girls...go with our blessings.
Like · Reply · 21 hrs

John Simpson Our next PM, Peter you have got to be
joking. This government and all who serve under it must
be totally ashamed of their track record.
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
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Glenyss Rees Good luck girls!
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Darren Jones Much better than yesterday's photo
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
Stephanie Teresa Retchless Go the girls
Like · Reply · 21 hrs
Elissa McDonald Great job girls! Well done!
Like · Reply · 15 hrs

Ruby Chan Proud of you two ladies!
Like · Reply · 21 hrs

Diane Hazell Good luck to them.
Like · Reply · 22 hrs

Neil Morrall at least 'they' are smart enough to think it's
cool...
Like · Reply · 23 hrs

Ben Doyle Cox great support from the troops in the
background 2003 [ and a cap i made!]
Like · Reply · 23 hrs

Lee Adams what a joke you are
Like · Reply · 48 mins

Kevin White Good luck girls!!!
Like · Reply · 20 hrs

Lee Adams answer the question or resign
Like · Reply · 22 hrs
Wayne Holmes Good stuffJulie Bishop
Like · Reply · 18 hrs

Jack Owens Well done girls.
Like · Reply · 17 hrs

Delwyn Howell Congratulations from me as well. You
both deserve it. heart emoticon
Like · Reply · 18 hrs

Sidney Trujillo Romero farewell happy day
Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Mick Mcbride Julie you cover s lot of real estate this
week & you do it with beauty & grace. Cheers mick
Like · Reply · 22 hrs

Lee Adams answer the question yes or no its easy this
is not going away the people are outraged at this !!!!!!!!
Like · Reply · 22 hrs
Simon Downes I'm not.
Like · 1 hr

George Teo This will never happen in My.
Like · Reply · 21 hrs

Lee Adams tthen you can give your money to abott then
not mine maybe we can pay off drug smugglers, rapists,
thieves etc???????
Like · 1 hr

Sardar Ali Good looking mam
Like · Reply · 22 hrs

Jayaraj Jayaraj Hai..farans
Like · Reply · 6 hrs

Celia de Kock Well done in Parliament Live today Julie,
you nailed Labour!
Like · Reply · 21 hrs

Lee Adams answer the question did you use my taxes
to pay people smugglers????????? this is not a security
issue its about the illegal use of funds!!!!!!!
Like · Reply · 22 hrs

Liz Flood clever girls
Like · Reply · 15 hrs

Adeel Nouman Nouman waooooo dear
Like · Reply · 20 hrs

Owen Gustafson Nobody's interested !!
Unlike · 3 · 21 hrs
Michael Mazur If they did, they saved you, Lee Adams since you're making it so personal, a ton of money, for to
keep one of these useless eaters in detention, p.a. costs
as much as the $30k allegedly paid out. How many were
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on the boat ? I don't know, and don't care. If released
into the community to maraud about, some of them will
be seeing us as prey. Already, in the case of Africans the
police in Victoria are advising not to approach groups of
them at night in the Springvale/Dandenong areas.They
are not noble savages just because they have dark skin.
Here's something you don't know. Your noble Israel you'd never screech about any of their crimes as that
would be your profile,is deporting 45,000 Ethiopians to
country of origin, or a third country, giving them $3,500
each, and a one way ticket, or -- indefinite detention if
they refuse.
Like · 16 hrs
Lee Adams may be you can use your own money to do
this not mine. maybe we could pay drug smugglers too
Like · 1 hr
Lee Adams i think that paying will encourage more dont
you think im sure you believe that shooting them would
be ok?????
Like · 1 hr
Michael Mazur How about you take them into your
minuscule apartment which you don't own?
Like · 13 mins

Sab Benedict Ms Bishop did your government PAY the
people smugglers or not to turn the boats around is it
such a hard question to answer.... after all it's only one
word... YES or NO
Like · Reply · 21 hrs
Owen Gustafson Who cares !!
Unlike · 3 · 21 hrs

Leon Hall where are the Aussie girls? Oh, I forgot..
getting tatoos
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 14 hrs
Michael Mazur The tattoos, the nose rings, the lip rings,
the tongue rings, are all disfigurements, signifying self
hate. Where from ? Holocaust indoctrination in all
secondary schools, lies aimed at the Anglo Australian
kids, which the Jews had made compulsory, beginning
last year.. A mind like that isn't going to want to excel in
anything except thinking up ways of subtle self
destruction. The Jews had to know that as a consequence
the Anglo Australian kid isn't going to really shine like an
Asian kid not being burdened with self hatred. A form of
warfare against the Anglo Australian kids.
Like · 12 hrs

Eric Mitchell So how much did you lot pay the boats to
turn around ?
Like · Reply · 20 hrs
Eric Mitchell Ugh that vile excuse for a woman
Like · Reply · 21 hrs
Michael Mazur If it be a woman for FM that we have,
then she needs to be tough as nails, and she is, though
feminine at other times.
Like · 1 hr
Eric Mitchell And a crook
Like · 59 mins
Eric Mitchell Or hook?
Like · 59 mins

Stuart Montrose Hopefully they did...
Unlike · 1 · 17 hrs
Michael Mazur San Benedict, why feel incensed? The
immigration program has made banks richer than they
have ever been. They, by owning the politicians, have
caused the housing affordability index to go from 3yrs
gross income, to 10yrs gross income, with which to buy
it. The annual deluge has to be housed somewhere,
crowding out long Anglo Australians into extinction. The
ANZACs in 1915-18 died for nothing.
Like · 15 hrs

Sab Benedict Ms Bishop
Like · Reply · 21 hrs

Yvette Atkinson Williams Well done girls..
Like · Reply · 1 · 22 hrs

Craig Williams Please run for the leadership
Like · Reply · 19 hrs

Albert Chung To my knowledge, these girls need to
fund their own trip. If that is true, how can we support
sport Olympians, not for those gifted Olympians?
Like · Reply · 1 hr

Elizabeth Robson This is my old school. Well done
ladies.
Like · Reply · 19 hrs

Munni Chowdhuri Ad me all pepol
Like · Reply · 20 hrs
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Jamiel Recheta The only shame here is that it's the
"Australians" who don't work hard enough to represent
Australia !
Like · Reply · 14 hrs
Michael Mazur The young Australians who could have
ranked with the Asian kids have been carefully
programmed by Jews to hate themselves, hence are
averse to serious learning. They have been indoctrinated
to loathe the very genetic material of which they are
composed, since people of the same stock had allegedly
perpetrated the Holocaust, the African slave trade,
'genocide' of aborigines. None of this guilt applies to
Asians. Accordingly their minds light up when they solve
interesting math problems, and so have an incentive to,
whereas some white kids, for the reasons I've indicated,
prefer to shoot up on ice to get the light to go on in their
head.
Like · 1 · 1 hr

Yohan Young Robert Pennefather get a load of these
nerds!!
Like · Reply · 1 · 13 hrs

what we see today is BUILDEBERG GROUP. It is full of
con...See More
Like · Reply · 22 hrs
Monoz Baroi Really ? If it is not that solid it could not
survive 800 years. Nothing to be SHAMED , Australians
choose their Prime Minister by their Intellectual capability
, Not by emotions. Mr Abbott is a Rhodes scholar, Just
respect others ,as you deserve respect from others.
Like · 1 · 19 hrs
Monirul Islam Sheikh You look things at petty matters
angle and that is the general view. PMs are made and
people do not choose them. The media sway the emotion
accordingly. Rhodes scholars are in general biggest
crooks in the world, if you are interested, just read some
about this year BUILDERBERG GROUPS meeting
Australia, only the other day. Thanks for your
reply...however!
Like · 16 hrs

 אבירםשחרhttps://m.facebook.com/profile.php?id=601595
769890923
חדשות עדכוניmmu

Robert Pennefather okay dude...
Like · 1 · 13 hrs

Adeel Nouman Nouman great pic
Like · Reply · 20 hrs

Wendy Delany Well done girls!
Like · Reply · 20 hrs

Maree Schell Congratulations girls You look fantastic
JB. Great role model in many respects
Like · Reply · 22 hrs

3,949 Likes
243 talking about this
Like · Reply · 23 hrs
Justin Chappé is there English version?
Like · 22 hrs
JustinChappé https://www.facebook.com/theisraelproje
ct?fref=ts
The Israel Projectnization

Jesse Butler awesome Ma'am smile emoticon
Like · Reply · 21 hrs

Alex Atkins #STEM Go Girls!
Like · Reply · 17 hrs

Princely Charles Chiegenasi Adkins A Biafran will
topple all the other foreign students.
Like · Reply · 19 hrs

294,973 Likes
206,522 talking about this
Like · 22 hrs

Monirul Islam Sheikh I was following your statement;
your comments about territorial integrity is not
acceptable. It was selfish, not universal. Magna Carta is
not what we think about; it is a conspiracy out of which

Michael Mazur How about just English? We're not a
dept of you, thankyou.
Like · 21 hrs

________________________________________________
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From the Archive Britons in the past have not been easily
worked up to hate, but this insane hatred of
two men, Mussolini and Hitler, is being
instilled in them by the Jews and those who
benefit by them, and acting like a poison in
the life blood of our people. Germany is
under a visible anti-Jewish dictatorship. We
are under an invisible Jewish dictatorship,
but a dictatorship that can be felt in every
sphere of life, for no one can escape from it.
Already the Jews can make or break the
career of any man as they please. Once war
breaks out we cannot doubt that they will
be found in every key position and will hold
us at their mercy. Then the real purpose of
the world war will become apparent. As
long as the Jews do not hold Germany they
can never realise their final aim – world
domination. Therefore Hitler must be
overthrown and Jewish power restored.
– Nesta Webster, British Historian, in her book
Germany and England, published in 1938.

Martin Heidegger was right:

The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already for the longest time, according to the
principle of race, which is why they are resisting its consistent application with utmost violence.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scrapbookpages Blog – June 15, 2015

Anti-Semitism in the Baltics — what a revolting development this is!
Filed under: Germany, Holocaust — Tags: anti-Semitism, Baltic countries, Latvia — furtherglory @ 10:51 am
According to a news article, which you can read in full
Hatred of the German people is considered normal — there is no
here, there is growing anti-Semitism in the Baltic
word for it. Only the Jews have a word for the crime of not
countries: Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.
idolizing them enough: anti-Semitism.
Fortunately, the Jews have plenty of places where they can go,
when they are not wanted, including their own country of Israel.
They can always come to America where they would be
welcomed by the 6 million or more Jews that are already here.
Comments (10)
June 14, 2015
A major design change that streamlined the gassing of
the Jews
Filed under: Buchenwald, Germany, Holocaust — Tags:
Holocaust gas chambers — furtherglory @ 1:43 pm
A news article, which you can read in full here, explains how the
Latvian man was a soldier in the Waffen-SS in WWII
Nazis made a few changes in the gassing process to streamline
The following quote is from the news story:
the gassing of the Jews. The following quote is from the news
Across the countries of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia,
article, cited above:
Jewish leaders say their communities are feeling
One minor change — call it a “Duh” moment — was to design
increasingly uncomfortable as anti-Semitism once again
the gas chamber doors so they opened outward, rather than
appears to be on the rise. An Estonian museum exhibition
inwards, because the many dead bodies inside the gas
mocking the Holocaust, a stage musical celebrating the
chambers blocked the door’s entrance, making it difficult to
life of a notorious Latvian Nazi mass murderer and the
push the door inwards. One major design change resulted in
repatriation of the remains of a Lithuanian leader long
locating the gas chambers and the crematoria on the same
linked to Nazis have all contributed to a climate of hate
floor. Previously, the gas chambers had been located in the
that has Jews on edge.
basement, with the crematoria located on the first floor,
[…]
necessitating a time-consuming and inefficient transportation of
In Talinn, Estonia, a highly controversial Holocaust-themed
the dead from floor to floor. Putting them on the same floor
exhibition caused outrage last month when, among its exhibits,
streamlined the process.
was a picture showing the iconic Hollywood sign replaced by the
Yes, it’s true. At first, the stupid Nazis had designed gas
word “Holocaust,” which some perceived as a suggestion the
chambers with both doors opening inward. This was in the gas
genocide was an entertainment event. Another sick exhibit
chamber at the main Auschwitz camp. But where were the gas
recreated a gas chamber and had 20 naked actors
chambers and the ovens on different floors? The following quote
pretending to be Jews playing tag, seemingly suggesting
is from the book entitled IBM and the Holocaust in which Edwin
there was humor in the gas chambers experience. The
Black describes the corpse chute at Buchenwald.
exhibits were eventually withdrawn.
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Once the murder decision had been made, all sixteen Jews in
the shelf [one row in the barracks] were immediately marched
to a small door adjacent to Buchenwald’s incinerator building.
The door opened inward, creating a short, three-foot-long
corridor. Jews were pushed and herded until they reached the
corridor end. There, a hole dropped thirteen feet down a
concrete shaft and into the Strangling Room. A camp worker
recalled, “As they hit the floor they were garroted … by big SS
guards and hung on hooks along the side wall, about 6 1/2 feet
above the floor … any that were still struggling were stunned
with a wooden mallet … An electric elevator … ran [the
corpses] up to the incinerator room [cremation ovens].
As for the doors into the gas chambers opening inward, this is
shown in the photo below.

barbed wire enclosure and right next to the soccer field. This
was the location where concerts were held for the prisoners
while the gassing operation was in progress. The victims were
told that they were going to take a shower, after which they
would have a nice, hot meal. They took off all their clothing and
then proceeded to the end of the long undressing room where
there was a door into a Vorraum (vestibule).

Entrance for the SS men at Krema III in AuschwitzBirkenau is shown near the bottom of the photo
The location of the SS entrance, shown in the photo above, was
not on the original blueprints for Krema III. Krema III was
originally planned to be built at Auschwitz I, the main camp. The
original blueprints for Krema II and Krema III called for corpse
cellars that were completely underground and included a corpse
slide which ended in front of the Leichenkeller doors, but this
slide was never built. The SS entrance was built instead, but not
in the same location as the originally planned corpse slide.
Door into the gas chamber in the main Auschwitz camp
opened inward
The photo above shows a wooden door into the gas chamber in
the main Auschwitz camp. The door opens inward, as you can
see. After the Jews were gassed, how did the Nazis get the door
open? Don’t worry, there was another door at the other end of
the gas chamber. But that door had a glass window, which the
Jews could have easily broken. I was told by my Jewish tour
guide, in 1998, that an SS man stood outside the door, ready to
shoot anyone who broke the glass.

The ruins of the undressing room for one of the gas
chambers at the Auschwtiz-Birkenau camp
The photo above shows the undressing room for the Krema III
gas chamber, which was called Leichenkeller 2 (Corpse Cellar
#2) on the blueprint of the building. The victims entered the
undressing room by descending the stairs shown in the
background in the photo above. Note that the stairs are very
short, since the undressing room was only about five feet
underground.
To the left in the photo are the steps of the International
Monument which is located between Krema II and Krema III at
the western end of the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp. The
undressing rooms at Auschwitz-Birkenau were only partially
underground since the concrete roof over the buildings was
three feet above ground.
The crematory ovens in Krema III were on the ground floor with
the entrance on the south side of the building. There was a
typhus epidemic at Auschwitz-Birkenau in the summer of 1943
and the undressing room could have doubled as a morgue in the
event that the bodies piled up faster than they could be burned
in the ovens.
The Holocaust victims walked down the steps into the
undressing room while an orchestra played classical music. The
location of the orchestra was southeast of Krema III, outside the

Ruins of gas chamber in Krema III (gas chamber number
3) Note the columns which held up the roof
According to the official version of the Holocaust, which you
must believe to stay out of prison in 19 countries, the reinforced
concrete roof of Krema III (gas chamber #3) was six inches
thick, with four holes, in a zig-zag pattern, where the Zyklon-B
gas pellets were poured into the room. These holes were shown
on aerial photos taken by the US military in 1944, but they
cannot be seen today because the entire roof of Krema III was
destroyed when the Nazis blew up the building on January 20,
1945, two days after they had abandoned the camp.

Undressing room for Krema III at Auschwitz-Birkenau
On the left wall of the vestibule was a door into the gas
chamber, which was located at a right angle to the undressing
room. On the right wall of the vestibule was a door into another
anteroom which had an exterior entrance for the SS men. On
the back wall of the vestibule was a single elevator which was
used to bring the bodies up to the crematory ovens after the
victims had been gassed. The ovens and the gas chambers were
NOT on the same floor.
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com
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